
New grad survival guide for
Natural Therapy Practitioners

The attrition rate for Natural Therapy Practitioners is huge.  Whether it be
graduates from Acupuncture studies, Massage, Osteopathy, Naturopathy,
Chiropractic or anything in between.

The vast majority are not practising past 5 years from graduation. Given
how much passion usually drives us to study Natural Therapies, it’s a sad
outcome that so many don’t manage to fulfil their dream of practising.

Can’t get a practice up and running
Can’t handle the energetic load
Decide they don’t enjoy practice
Can’t find an associateship/ employer

Why New Grads fail?

It seems the first point is the most common issue. It takes a lot of resources
to get a practice up and running. Then it takes a lot of discipline and skill to
make it sustainable (keep it running). 



This e-book is about the first step. How to get a practice up and running. Stay tuned
receive the e-book – How to Make a Busy Practice Sustainable. 

Unfortunately, what it takes to get a practice up and running is not taught to us at
uni. Some of us get a fraction of the information. But it’s not usually enough to see
us practising for 5 years or more.

How did I survive?

My New Grad Journey

I finished my Chinese Med degree in 1998. I travelled for a year or so, then set up a
private practice from scratch in the year 2000. I started by renting a room from a
Masseuse friend. Just 2 days per week, when he wasn’t using the room. A year or two
later, once my diary was getting full, I moved to a nearby practice to rent a room for
a whole week. I dedicated 3 long days to seeing patients. And eventually found a
part-time job for the other 2-3 days (I explain why below). Once those 3 days became
full, I began renting 2 rooms in the practice. Are you seeing the slow, organic growth
pattern?

In 2005 I became fully self-employed as an Acupuncturist. Then started hiring staff.
I’ve set up 5 new clinic premises (at different times, not concurrently). I’ve grown and
contracted the practice at different times. I’ve made lots of mistakes and learned
much along the way. Now I’d like to share all my expertise with you. 

Why? Because it's the best way for me to help the most people. You, your family,
your team and your patients.

But enough about me, this is for you.

Here are my survival tips ...



1.Take a GAP year. 

If you’ve gone straight from secondary to tertiary studies, take a GAP year. 

Studying lifestyle isn’t conducive to good health. Caffeine, lack of exercise, lack of
sleep and lots of study can all take a toll on your health. You need excellent health to
be an excellent natural health practitioner. If you practice what you preach, your
patients will trust and follow you for years. 

This is the best time to take leave. It’s tricky to do so once you’ve started private
practice. Practitioners lose patients when they take extended leave. You don’t want
to be losing patients in the first few years. 

I took 1999 off. I worked some temp reception/ admin jobs, got healthy, saved up,
and went travelling. I’m so glad that I did. 

2. Find an Associateship/ employer

Why? Because the learning curve of a newly graduated practitioner is enough:
Assimilating all that study. Applying it to clinic presentations. Learning to switch off
from thinking about your patients. Maintaining your health and balance. Seeing if you
enjoy the practice of your chosen modality.  

If you add the learning curve of establishing a new practice and running a small
business on top of that. It will likely be too much. Most will fall over here. 

Also, being a practitioner can be isolating. In a practice with other practitioners, you
will have the opportunity to connect, learn from each other and debrief!

 
 
 
 



How to find an associateship?

If you haven’t already struck up a relationship with an established practitioner
doing your course and clinic observations, then I suggest that you hop to it.
This is a great way to find a suitable associateship. One in which you already
know you get along. Otherwise responding to ad and noticeboard posts can
work. Join all the practitioner groups on Facebook etc so your connecting and
visible.

What if there’s no other similar senior praccie in your town/ region? Then I
suggest you rent a room in an established clinic (of any modality) and connect
with folk online. Keep your overheads low and get busy helping people.

3. Find a part time job

Most associateships start with low hours.  To ensure your living expenses are
met, I strongly suggest you get a suitable part time job. Then you can focus on
serving your patients and not your pocket. Most patients can tell the
difference. 

If you’re advising a patient to come back 3 more times, make sure it’s in their
best interests. Do they really need it? If you feel conflicted about this, your
patients will pick up on it. Yes, we all think we’d practice with the highest
integrity. But how will you feel if patients don’t rebook and you have a personal
expense looming?

There are ways around this. Such as, find a job that works around your
consulting hours. You could even find a job that balances out the consulting.
Something outdoors, physical, less people contact or even computer-based if
that’s what you need.

If you eventually want to set up your own practice/premises, I strongly suggest
that you put any profit you make from clinic work aside to grow your practice.
Reinvest the profit. This is organic growth. Which is usually the best kind in a
business sense.



4. Give it 2 years 

Give yourself 2 years to ensure you enjoy the work. Dealing with unwell people can
be taxing. Listening to their problems. Helping them with their health. 

Helping people is worthwhile work for sure. But do you find it fulfilling? 

And in this time, you’ll know if you can lead a balanced, healthy life while practising.
I.e.. That it’s sustainable. 

5. Live a healthy life

Eat well, sleep well. Move your body. Cultivate your inner peace and happiness for
yourself. And to be in the best place to help others. 

Also, to practice what you preach! Living by example is powerful, some say it’s the
most potent way to teach. Your patients will believe in you. And be inspired by you.
They will listen to you, follow your instructions (most of the time), and refer others to
you.

6. Learn energy cultivation arts such as Qi Gong, Tai Chi or Yoga.

To ensure your practice is sustainable. That is, that your energy levels can recover
from the energy you give out as a practitioner. Especially as your client numbers
increase. 



I was taught that your energy as a practitioner should be quadruple that of your
average patient. Why? So that you are less likely to take on their energy, pathogenic
or otherwise. So that you can better diagnose and treat them. I know that power of
my treatments increased dramatically and my debility from big consulting days
decreased substantially once I practised Qi Gong daily.

How to learn? Find an amazing instructor and stick with them for a few years at
least. Then practice daily.

Sounds so simple right? It is really. Just takes motivation and discipline. 

Face to face learning of these arts is always the best. If this is not possible,
there are some great online learning options. Stay tuned for my Medical Qi Gong
instruction videos…

7. Keep growing.

If you’re happy as an associate, stay as one. Consider taking on extra days or working
from another practice and quitting your part time job. 

If you find yourself dreaming of running your own practice, working to the beat of
your own drum, ask yourself these 10 pertinent questions first:

i. Is there room in your life for more responsibility? 

There’s no denying it. Expanding a practice means taking on more responsibility. And
more liability. For a premises, for more patients and most likely, staff. 

So, it’s important to ask yourself; are you coping well with the responsibilities you
currently have? Including family, running a household etc? Apart from being too busy
with patients that is. 

Do you feel that you’re “on top of things” most of the time? If you are currently
overwhelmed in your life, I don’t recommend putting more on your plate. You’d need
to rejig things first.



ii. Can you handle more expenses? 

A new, bigger premises brings more expenses: more rent, contents insurance,
building insurance, more public liability insurance, landlord’s insurance or body
corp/owners corp fees, council rates. How about a cleaner? Gardener? Planning
permits for signage. 

Lots of new expenses may apply and it’s worth running all the projected costs and
set up costs against your current and projected revenue. 

iii. Are you really an entrepreneur? 

This is a big one. And some would argue that you only need to be an excellent
clinician to have a successful practice. Perhaps this is true if you prefer a solo
practice, and most of your patients come via word of mouth from your excellent
help. However, if you want your own premises; then you will probably need more
tools in the toolbox …

One of them is entrepreneurship. The ability to see opportunities. The ability to act
promptly and decisively on these opportunities. And the ability to lead others. I do
believe these skills can be learned. I wasn’t a born entrepreneur, but I learned how. 

Some of us prefer to follow others though. It’s part of one’s personality. There are
personality tests to work this out if you don’t already know. Do you prefer to be given
instruction, go about helping people and not have to think about all the other
aspects of building and running a practice? Or do you dream of leading a team?
Working to the beat of your own drum? There are pros & cons of both scenarios. 

The big question is – which set up are you best suited to?

iv. Do you have surplus energy and time? 

You need resources to grow a practice. Money is only one of them. It also takes your
energy and time. Do you have some spare to direct into a new project? Especially if
you delegate some/ more patient care to an associate? 



v. Do you have a waiting list?

 Is your current diary so booked up that you have a waiting list? Would expanding
into a new premises give you more availability or space to put on an associate? 

vi.  Are you ready to delegate some of your patient care? 

This is another important question to ask yourself and reflect on. Unless you plan to
run solo and work more consulting hours, expanding will otherwise mean putting on
an associate/ subtenant. Whichever structure you choose, (I can further advise on
this), you’ll need to learn the art of delegation. That means letting go. Trusting.
Accepting. 

Letting go the idea that you need to do it all, that you do it better than anybody else.
Trusting that your staff will do an excellent job in caring for your patients. Accepting
that they’ll do it differently to how you do it. And that’s OK. There’s a difference
between knowing this and living it. It can take some practice. And some help. Sing
out if you need help with this. 

vii.  Do you have a vision of the sort of practice you wish to create? 

Is it a clear vision? Is it bold and beautiful? Does it get you excited? This is the sort of
vision needed to make it all happen. 



viii. Do you have the resources to realise this vision? 

Have the people or places started to show up? We’ve covered the need for surplus
funds, surplus energy and time. But there are other things you’ll need. Like a
trusted lawyer, accountant, bookkeeper perhaps. A real estate agent? A premises! 

These are the other resources you’ll need to have ready to go before you take the
leap. 

ix. Are you at that uncomfortable growth tipping point where you have
more money than time? 

Can you feel it? Do you find yourself thinking ... perhaps I could delegate this
reception/ admin/ cleaning/ bookkeeping job and have more time to consult or …
Perhaps I could delegate this patient care and have more time to myself? To live a
more sustainable, balanced life! 

x.  Do you have some good people who are ready to come with you?

Have they already showed up? A receptionist or associate who you feel will work
well with you? You understand each other easily. Do they hold the same values for
a happy workplace? Do they love your vision? Are you willing to trust them with
your vision? All such important ingredients of a fulfilling, successful practice. 

There is so much I could say about how to find the right people. Perhaps I need to
write about just that! I hope this helps you gauge if you’re ready to run your own
practice. I hope that you are answering some of the questions with a resounding
yes! Please don’t despair if you are not. It may not exactly the right time. You may
need to learn some more skills first.



8. Keep learning

Keep learning to be a better clinician yes. Keep your love of studying Natural
Medicine alive. Nurture it regularly.  

But also, learn other skills. If you want to run your own practice, learn how. Did you
identify your weak spots in the above questions? How can you improve in these
areas? Can you connect with other successful practice owners for mentoring/
coaching? Can you connect with other small business owners for support, ideas,
skill development? Yes, you can.

9.  Manage the money

Learn how to budget and cash flow project. 

Cash flow problems are flagged as the main reason small business don’t make it
past 5 years. You need to make sure you have enough funds for the expenses
ahead. Especially if you’re expanding. 

You can cash flow project in simple spreadsheets/ google drive files. Yes, you can
outsource this. But you need to understand it first. You need to be able to check
the bookkeepers/ admin person’s figures. You’re held liable for any issues. The
ultimate responsibility is yours. 

How to do it? There are probably some decent instruction vids online. I can show
you in a quick consult if you need. 



10. Cultivate your mindset

Once you talk to other successful business owners, you’ll hear a common theme –
watch your attitude and mindset. What are your thoughts about yourself? Your
success? What does success look and feel like to you? Are you focusing on this? Or
are you putting all your energy into all the problems and obstacles that every small
business faces? Yes, you need to give these problems energy and attention. But
are you dedicating some time and energy for the big successful picture? I’d
recommend at least 2 hours per week. Put it in your diary. Turn off your phone for
the duration. Don’t let other practice matters get in the way. 

There you have it. A concise survival guide. In my extensive experience in the
industry, if you apply these 10 points to your practice, you will most likely survive
the first 5 years. If you put aside time to practice points 5-10 every week, you might
even thrive.

If you’re not so sure, show this guide to the successful practitioners you know, see
what they say…

Wishing you amazing success in your new practice. You’ve studied so hard. Now’s
the time to enjoy practising all you have learnt. Go help a stack of people. 

P.P.S. If you’re having trouble getting a full diary – stay tuned for my upcoming e-
book: 10 Ways to get Busy without Spending any Money..

 Yours in growing practice,

 Elaine
 elaine@growinpractice.com


